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Understanding Off-Site Emergency 
Response
– Acronyms & Terminology

– Plans

– Exercise Programs (HSEEP)

– Off-Site Training

– NIMS Compliance

– Comprehensive Review Connection



Initiating Off-Site Development

Never too early to introduce off-site stakeholders 
into the planning process!
Obtaining Buy-In from the OROs is paramount to 
conducting a successful exercise.
– Present initiative overview to Emergency 

Management Organizations 
• Local, County, State, Medical and Law Enforcement 

groups
– Introduction Meetings with Off-Site stakeholders
– Agreement and placement of dates on On-Site and 

Off-Site calendars (include personal calendars)



Getting the Right People…

Identifying the key stakeholders and 
scenario development team members is the 
first, and most vital, step.
– “Boots on the ground”

 
–

 
local fire and police 

leaders –

 
are the best source of information for 

planning purposes.
– Team members knowledgeable in the 

practices and procedures for first responders 
will be vital to your development team.

– Clearly express this need in your initial meetings 
with Off-Site Emergency Managers



Getting the Right People…

Outreach to Non-REP Agencies

– Intel Bureau –

 

FBI, US Coast Guard
– State Homeland Security and Intelligence Agencies
– State Police, Sheriffs and local law enforcement groups
– 911 / Dispatch Center
– Fire & EMS



REP and NIMS Objectives

Objectives may need to be re-defined beyond 
normal REP
– Some DHS grants require specific drills, exercises 

or evaluations as a condition of funding.

– Many non-REP agencies use NIMS formats and 
processes for their drill development and 
execution.

Work within these constraints to assist 
participating agencies in obtaining exercise 
credit



Off-Site Development Activities

Define Exercise Goals / Objectives
• In REP, this is known as “Extent of Play”

– The Scenario Development Team needs expert 
knowledge of Off-Site EP plans, procedures and 
processes to determine off-site play

– Coordinate with utility and state(s), if applicable, 
to develop extent of play

• Attempt to accommodate off-site demonstrations 
necessary to meet exercise criteria, but limit ad hoc 
situations for licensee personnel.



ICS and REP Extent of Play 

As extent of play is developed identify impacts on 
implementation of REP.
– Evaluation of other infrastructure
– Define funding expectations
– Potential “Ancillary”

 

Threats

Identify special considerations when introducing an ICS 
facility into the traditional mix of REP facilities
Extent of play requests outside of a REP exercise, maintain a 
manageable scope
– Multiple Casualty Hospital drills
– Local triage demonstrations
– Communications tests or staffing drills



Identifying Deltas
Make sure your Scenario Development Team members (both 
On-Site and Off-site) are all on the same page:
– Educate all groups on the different drill scope between 

Hostile-Action versus REP drills
Look for unique challenges for these scenarios
– Work with OROs to choose locations for off-site ICS 

facilities
• Incident Command / Unified Command (e.g., ICP / 

UAC)
– Communications between site and first responders
– Additional ERO personnel (i.e., liaisons) for the off-site 

facilities
Take steps to address these before the drill(s)



Prepare the Participants

Identify opportunities for site-specific training if not already 
part of program.
– Incorporate Off-Site into On-Site development activities
– Development Meetings
– Simulator Sessions

What kind of pre-drill planning activities are appropriate?
– Team building
– Observation of another site’s 06-04 drill
– Pre-drill tabletops
– Assistance from NEI



Prepare the Participants

Familiarize Off-Site agency leaders (those who 
will act as off-site emergency commanders) with 
the On-Site response:
– Station layout, operation, and organizations.

Familiarize the Scenario Development Team with 
the Off-Site response:
– Response plans and procedures for an event at 

the station
– How do law enforcement (local, county, state, 

federal) and fire and medical services interact in 
an event?



Most Important 
Item to Remember

COMMUNICATE

COMMUNICATE

COMMUNICATE



Questions?

Contact:
Kevin Appel

Exelon

 
Midwest Region

 
EP Manager

Phone: 630-657-4650

E-mail: kevin.appel@exeloncorp.com
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